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Abstract The low computing power of mobile devices impedes the development
of mobile applications with a heavy computing load. Mobile Cloud Computing
(MCC) has emerged as the solution to this by connecting mobile devices with
the “infinite” computing power of the Cloud. As mobile devices typically commu-
nicate over untrusted networks, it becomes necessary to secure the communica-
tions to avoid privacy-sensitive data breaches. This paper presents work on im-
plementing MCC applications with secure communications. For that purpose, we
built on COMPSs-Mobile, a redesigned implementation of the COMP Superscalar
(COMPSs) framework aiming to MCC platforms. COMPSs-Mobile automatically
exploits the parallelism inherent in an application and orchestrates its execution
on loosely-coupled distributed environment.

To avoid a vendor lock-in, this extension leverages on the Generic Security
Services Application Program Interface (GSSAPI) (RFC2743) as a generic way
to access security services to provide communications with authentication, secrecy
and integrity. Besides, GSSAPI allows applications to take profit of more advanced
features, such as Federated Identity or Single Sign-On (SSO), which the underlying
security framework could provide. To validate the practicality of the proposal,
we use Kerberos as the security services provider to implement SSO; however,
applications do not authenticate themselves and require users to obtain and place
the credentials beforehand. To evaluate the performance, we conducted some tests
running an application on a smartphone offloading tasks to a private cloud. Our
results show that the overhead of securing the communications is acceptable.
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1 Introduction

Mobile or handheld devices are computers small enough to be held in hand and
easily carried by users wherever they go. Smartphones and tablets are the most
typical examples of this kind of devices. In recent years, their popularity has
increased [28], and applications for them are abundant. Although these devices
have high capabilities for user interaction and network connectivity, their com-
puting power is low and limited by the battery lifetime. Mobile Cloud Computing
(MCC) [17] tackles this issue by bringing together the mobility of mobile devices
with the vast computing power of the Cloud [8]. Applications run on the mobile
device, and when they reach a compute-intensive point, the execution is offloaded
to better-performing resources in the Cloud.

A paradigmatic example of MCC is an organization offering its IT resources
to its members so that they accelerate applications running on their mobile de-
vices. To avoid unauthorized users and to reliably account for resource usage, the
organization needs users to authenticate through the Identity Provider (IdP) of
the organization [34]. In addition to its own affiliates, this organization could also
offer the IT resources to members of other organizations – with their own IdP –
with which it is federated. Organizations need to define a set of common policies
and protocols to manage and trust the identity of the users (Federated Identity
Management (FIM)). In this case, using Single Sign-On (SSO) techniques would
benefit organizations and users. Resource providers would be released of user ac-
count management (managing password strength, keeping account details up to
date, resetting passwords) since they delegate it to the home organization of the
user. It is also more comfortable for users since they no longer have to remember
a large number of passwords or reuse a single password for multiple services. In-
stead, they have a single password – or some other means of authenticating, like
a smart card – with which they authenticate to their IdP. Because they typically
use this method frequently, they are also less likely to forget. Finally, they do not
expose their passwords to remote systems, only to their (trusted) IdP.

On the user end, the data contained on the phone or collected through running
applications (pictures, videos, lists of contacts, geolocation, movement, etc.) can
be privacy-sensitive and should not be accessed without permission of the user.
Given the sensitivity of the data, data breaches are a main concern on MCC en-
vironments [25]. Clouds often run on resources owned by private companies that
offer them as a utility [10]. Other cloud users (multi-tenancy) are a potential
threat; however, virtualization should isolate the resources assigned to each user
and protect them from the attacks from its neighbors. Malicious insiders are an-
other potential hazard since providers could snoop on the hardware resources and
obtain information stored or processed on it. The strong laws enforcing data pro-
tection and the strict personnel background checks of commercial providers make
malicious insiders not likely to happen, and we shall blissfully ignore it. However,
to protect themselves from these attacks, users can apply data-at-rest encryption
techniques such as ciphering/deciphering data when interacting with the file sys-
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tem or operate directly on encrypted data using fully homomorphic encryption
(FHE) [36].

The biggest concern regarding data breaches is attacks from unaffiliated people
to in-transit data. Usually, the network interconnecting the nodes of the infras-
tructure workers is untrustworthy; for instance, the mobile device would normally
connect to the remote workers through Wi-Fi and Internet. Attackers could eaves-
drop on the interconnecting channel (e.g. the Wi-Fi network); communication has
to provide message secrecy to not expose user or application information. Also,
a disguised attacker could impersonate either a remote node, to intercept data
transmitted from the mobile, or the mobile device, to fetch data stored in a re-
mote worker. Hence, communications require mutual authentication and message
integrity to ensure that both ends are part of the trusted infrastructure and that
the content of the messages is the original and not a malicious command intro-
duced by the attacker.

In this paper, we propose a solution to develop MCC applications where com-
ponents interact through communications secured with authenticated encryption
to protect the integrity, confidentiality and authenticity of the messages in the
system. As for any other distributed computing infrastructure, writing applica-
tions for MCC environments is not straightforward. To ease their development
without compromising performance, programmers turn to programming models
that abstract them from the implementation details of partitioning the applica-
tion, managing data dependencies, handling data transfers and submitting code
executions between the nodes in the underlying infrastructure.

For that purpose, we build on COMPSs-Mobile [30], an implementation of the
COMP Superscalar (COMPSs) [31] programming model specifically designed with
MCC environments in mind, and enhance its communication mechanism to pro-
vide the security described above1. Most organizations already have a deployed
authentication infrastructure; adopting a generic approach that avoids a secu-
rity vendor lock-in was an important design consideration. For this reason, our
solution leverages Generic Security Services Application Programming Interface
(GSSAPI) [29], an interface implemented by most of the security services vendors.
Thus, applications following the COMPSs model can replace the security frame-
work without modifying their code. To validate the viability of our solution and
evaluate its performance, we conducted some experiments using Kerberos [3] as
the security provider.

Although GSSAPI provides the runtime system with the ability to authen-
ticate and encrypt communication using federated credentials – if supported by
the used implementation – it does not provide a generic mechanism for obtain-
ing the credential. The described extension of the runtime requires the device to
have the credential already. It can obtain the credential through another appli-
cation that stores it on the file system, or the same application can provide the
required mechanism. While the former option keeps the application agnostic to the
authentication mechanism, the latter gathers all the functionality within a single
application despite binding it to a concrete authentication mechanism. Either way,

1 Further information on the COMPSs programming model and its runtime system can
be found at http://compss.bsc.es. The source code for COMPSs-Mobile is available at
http://compssdev.bsc.es/gitlab/flordan/COMPSs-Mobile.
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we consider the work presented in this paper a first, but important, step towards
achieving a secure MCC platform with SSO.

In a few words, the contribution of this paper consists in the following:

– An extension of the runtime toolkit architecture to integrate GSSAPI and the
underlying security framework

– Description of the implemented mechanisms to support GSSAPI on the current
runtime

– Discussion around the protection provided by the proposed solution against
potential threats

– Validation of the prototype
– Evaluation of the overheads incurred by the extension

The paper continues by giving an overview of the current state of the art in
distributed programming and other MCC frameworks in Section 2. Section 3 de-
scribes the architecture of our solution, and details related to the implementation
are provided in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 evaluates the overheads of our imple-
mentation and discusses some technical decisions. To wrap up, Sections 6 and 7
present, respectively, the conclusions and the future directions.

2 Related Work

Having a low-capabilities device dedicated to user interaction while a resource-rich,
remote node hosts the compute intensive operations is a technique that appeared
with time sharing systems on mainframes when users accessed a central node
from simple terminals. Since then, there has been much research on supporting
remote execution and computation offloading; however, due to the short existence
of smartphones and tablets, research on mobile clouds (MCC) has been done only
in the recent years.

Writing applications for distributed platforms is not as straightforward as writ-
ing sequential applications that run in a single device. Programmers must deal
with technical concerns such as partitioning the application into parallel blocks,
deciding which tasks are worth being offloaded (cost/benefit analysis), assigning
resources to host each task execution considering the data dependencies that may
exist between them (task scheduling), and submitting the execution of each task
to a remote node. Thus, the programmer must take into account the infrastruc-
ture while programming, and must potentially consider details of each node e.g.
its features and the specific middleware to interact with it. Grid Computing –
and later on, Cloud Computing – presented similar issues; researchers studying
distributed computing already explored these problems and there is a wide bib-
liography [40,38,47,16,18,7] discussing the topic. In addition to these problems,
mobility brings additional concerns that characterize the development of applica-
tion targeting MCC environments. On the one hand, mobile devices are tied to
a battery, a limited source of energy; thus, their lifetime depends on the battery
capacity and the usage of the available energy. On the other hand, high mobil-
ity incurs network variability: different network protocols and interfaces, signal
strength fluctuation, instability, monetary costs, etc. All these aspects should be
considered in the cost/benefit analysis and applications should quickly adapt to
changes.
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To ease the development of applications, developers turn to frameworks with
programming models that allow them to describe parallel applications, abstracting
them from all these details. Later, at runtime, a toolkit is launched along with
the application to orchestrate the proper execution of the application on top of
a distributed infrastructure. This section introduces different trends followed by
distributed programming models and positions COMPSs in this landscape and
compares the COMPSs-Mobile implementation with other MCC frameworks. We
also introduce related work in distributed computing security.

To the best of our knowledge, COMPSs-Mobile is the first MCC framework to
consider not only authenticated encryption to protect in-transit data on communi-
cations over untrusted networks but also using Federated Identity to authenticate
both ends. The only framework that envisages implementing mechanisms to secure
data transfers is RAPID [1], an extension of ThinkAir, which is currently working
on securing the communications by using SSL sockets.

2.1 Distributed programming models

Programming models provide developers with a mechanism to describe their appli-
cations, so their runtime toolkit partitions the application and executes it on the
distributed infrastructure. Some models, such as Aneka [42], require programmers
to create new tasks explicitly and to add them to a bag from which any of them
can be selected to be executed. Their main drawback is that developers still need
to deal with data dependencies among tasks. Other models opt for predefining a
particular parallelism pattern and restrict the workflow, as MapReduce [15] does.
In this kind of models, programmers only need to implement a set of methods that
compose the predefined workflow.

More ambitious programming model designers allow programmers to describe
any workflow. An easy approach to this is to define a specific syntax to describe the
application parallelism. JOLIE [33] and Microsoft Dryad [23] have explored this
way, and models like Taverna [32] and WS-BPEL [4] have gone one step further by
hiding complexity behind a visual development environment. Another approach for
the application developer is to write its application as a sequential code along with
some meta-data and leverage the programming model to automatically detect code
blocks and data dependencies among them through to orchestrate their parallel
execution. COMPSs and Swift [44] are examples of programming models with
automatic parallelism detection.

In addition to these programming models, there exists another important fam-
ily of programming models called concurrency-oriented programming models. Ap-
plications following these models are implemented as complex software systems
composed of a set of isolated components which communicate exclusively by ex-
changing messages. Each component has an exclusive mailbox where all the mes-
sages addressed to it are left; later on, the component processes a single message at
a time. The processing of the message varies depending on the current state of the
component and its behavior, a function that defines the state changes or message
submissions in response to an input message according to the current component
state. One of the most successful models within this family is the actors model,
implemented by Akka [19] or Erlang [43].
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2.2 Mobile Cloud Computing Frameworks

No framework targeting classic distributed systems that implements any the pro-
gramming models of the previous section considers the energy restrictions due to
the battery nor is capable of quickly adapt its behavior to the network. During this
section, we introduce some frameworks specially designed for MCC environments
and classify them into a taxonomy according to three distinguishing features. The
first factor, the migration granularity, is determined by the size of the application
pieces that are offloaded to the remote resources. The coarser grained it is, the
more data needs to be transferred to the resource. Transferring the whole state of
a Virtual Machine (VM) (or keeping the state of two VMs synchronized) requires
more data than transferring only the state of one single thread and the data values
it accesses; in turn, offloading a single method execution avoids shipping all the
state of the thread.

The second classifying factor is how the model decides whether a part of the
application runs on the local device or is offloaded (offloading decision). It could
be statically defined in the application code or decided dynamically at runtime
depending on environmental conditions.

Finally, every computation has blocks that can be executed concurrently on
different resources to reduce the execution time. Depending on the model, the
management of the parallelism is left to the programmer, or the runtime exploits
it automatically (automatic parallelization).

Satyanarayanan et al. define a coarse-grained model where a whole VM is
shipped to a nearby resource-rich computer, the cloudlet, taking advantage of
hardware VM technology [37]. They propose two approaches: migrate the VM or
synthesize a small VM overlay to be applied on a base VM already present in
the cloudlet (dynamic VM synthesis). Evidently, offloading a whole VM implies
that any parallelism must be explicitly stated in the application. Regarding the
offloading decision, they do not specify whether the programmer must specify when
to offload or if the runtime toolkit decides it at execution time.

CloneCloud [13,12] offers the developer a finer level of granularity: threads. The
strong point of CloneCloud is its partitioning mechanism that combines a static
analysis of the code with a dynamic profiling of the application to pick the optimal
migration and re-integration points. When a thread reaches a migration point, it
suspends, and its state (including virtual state, program counter, registers, and
stack) is shipped to a synchronized clone. When the migrated thread reaches a re-
integration point, it is similarly suspended and shipped back to the mobile device.
Finally, the returned packaged thread is merged into the state of the original
process. Although thread level is finer than VM, it still requires the developer to
create new threads and manage the application parallelism.

The partition granularity can still be reduced. Many models operate at a
method-level granularity. Cuckoo [24] takes advantage of the architecture of An-
droid applications and hides the partitioning problem by exploiting the service
component of Android. During the build process, the stubs generated to access
service components are replaced by invocations to the Cuckoo framework that
decides, at runtime, whether to run the service on the local device or a remote
implementation. Since the framework only replaces calls, all the parallelism must
be managed by the programmer on the service invocations.
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Other models force the programmer to identify the methods to offload (or,
at least, to consider their offloading). MAUI [14] offloads the execution of .NET
methods to a remote clone of the application deployed in the cloud. Developers an-
notate the remotable methods, and the framework decides whether to offload the
method invocation, taking into account the application and network characteris-
tics. For submitting the method, the system computes an incremental delta of the
application state (method inputs and some static data) and ships them with the
task description. The weakness of this model is the application parallelism. The
programmer completely manages it, and the model only exploits the computing
resources of a single clone.

ThinkAir [26,27] follows the same partitioning method as MAUI, but it works
around MAUI’s parallelism limitation by allowing the use of multiple resources.
ThinkAir already provides a mechanism to automatically parallelize the execu-
tion of an offloaded method by considering intervals of input variables. The main
drawback of ThinkAir is that the offloading mechanism works synchronously: the
executing thread is suspended until the method invocation is performed and its
result collected. Thus, any subsequent method invocation is not executed until
previous ones are executed even when they could run concurrently.

COMPSs-Mobile also does a method-level partitioning, dynamically decides
where to run the method, and allows the use of multiple resources; however, it fol-
lows an asynchronous execution model. When a remotable method is invoked, the
calling thread creates an asynchronous task and continues executing the applica-
tion. Thus, the same thread keeps executing the application code and intercepting
other invocations to remotable methods that may run concurrently, which results
in a higher level of parallelism.

Table 1 summarizes the features of the MCC frameworks discussed in this
section and highlights the characteristic features that distinguish them.

Migration # Worker Execution Automatic Offloading
Grain Nodes Model Parallelization decision

Cloudlets VM 1 Synchronous No
Not

detailed

CloneCloud Thread
Not

detailed
Synchronous No

all methods
dynamic profile

MAUI Method 1 Synchronous No
candidate methods

dynamic profile

Cuckoo Method N Synchronous No
service calls

dynamic profile

ThinkAir Method N Synchronous Intervals
candidate methods

dynamic profile

COMPSs-Mobile Method N Asynchronous Yes
candidate methods

dynamic profile

Table 1 Comparison of MCC frameworks

2.3 Securing distributed computing

As discussed in the introduction, distributed computing across a wide-area network
needs security. Servers need to identify themselves to the others, and users (or their
applications) have to authenticate to the infrastructure and communicate securely.
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Grid systems used the Globus toolkit [6] basing their security on X.509 certificates
[22], which in practical deployments are issued by trusted certification authorities
[9]. While requiring client (certificate) authentication, Globus expanded on the
original authentication model by introducing delegation [41]. X.509 then “plugs
into” the protocol, whether it is secured HTTP [35], GSS, SOAP, etc.

In general, distributed security can be done in a peer-to-peer manner, but this
usually requires humans to connect to each other to establish trust: an example
would be to share ssh host and client keys. In larger scale distributed computing,
it is more common to use one or more trusted authorities. These do not have to
be Certification Authorities (CAs), distributing X.509 certificates, but could also
be Kerberos Key Distribution Centers (KDCs), for example. We are not covering
this in further detail here; we refer the reader to the study of non-web access in
AARC [20].

Using security services incurs an additional overhead to the execution that
can become significant for large datasets. Therefore, this overhead is to be con-
sidered during the allocation of resources where each task runs. Xiao and Qin
analyze different security services implementations in computations distributed
over either heterogeneous and homogeneous resources [46]. The authors derive a
scheduling model (TAPADS) for workflows (i.e. with task dependencies) running
on homogeneous resources where each task has different strength requirements
for authentication, integrity, and confidentiality. The goal of its policy is to op-
timize the compute time while guaranteeing the job precedence and the desired
security levels. Chen et al. go one step further and propose a scheduling approach
(SOLID [11]) that selectively duplicates predecessor tasks to avoid the overhead of
transferring the intermediate data – which includes its encryption when sending it
out and its decryption upon reception. Regarding the resource allocation for tasks,
COMPSs-Mobile follows a simpler approach. Unlike these methods, tasks cannot
have different security constraints. The model considers security as a single service
with two levels of strength: enabled or not enabled. Whether a connection needs to
be secured or not does not depend on the task or the information to transfer but
on the security conditions guaranteed by the interconnecting network. The cur-
rent scheduling algorithm assumes a high application parallelism with tasks long
enough so the transfers of the input values for later-executing tasks can overlap
with the execution of other tasks. Therefore, time to transfer data values – includ-
ing the overhead incurred by security – are not considered by the COMPSs-Mobile
scheduling algorithm.

3 Background, Architecture and Design

3.1 Distributed Application Development

COMPSs [31] is a framework that provides developers with a sequential, infrastructure-
agnostic programming model, to ease the development of distributed, high-performing
applications. Applications developed in the COMPSs model are automatically in-
strumented to invoke a runtime toolkit that splits the application into computing
units (tasks) and orchestrates their parallel execution on top of a distributed plat-
form, guaranteeing the sequential consistency of the application.
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Mobile devices have lower computing and storage capacity, and their connec-
tivity is limited over slower network connections that are likely to fail. These pe-
culiarities led to the development of a new runtime toolkit specially designed for
supporting the COMPSs programming model on mobile devices: COMPSs-Mobile
[30]. With it, developers code mobile applications with the native programming
language of the target mobile platform as if application ran completely on the de-
vice. Without changing the source code of the applications, the application build-
ing process transparently alters the expected behavior of the execution, so the
main code of the application keeps running on the mobile device, i.e. the master
node, and tasks are offloaded to remote nodes. Consequently, the introduction of
any security mechanism (section 3.2) in the framework should also be transparent
to the application developer.

Before delving into the details of COMPSs-Mobile, we introduce a few more
concepts about COMPSs itself.

3.1.1 COMPSs Programming Model

COMPSs applications are compositions of computations whose remote execution
is to be orchestrated to exploit their parallelism. These computations are encap-
sulated in methods, called Core Elements (CEs); each composite is known as Or-
chestration Element.

Developers select the CEs by declaring the corresponding methods in the Core
Element Interface (CEI) along with a @Method annotation that indicates the im-
plementing class. For the runtime system to determine the dependencies between
CE invocations, developers specify how each CE operates on the accessed data
(its parameters) by adding (@Parameter) annotations to the CE declaration in-
dicating the data type and directionality (in, out, in-out). The code snippet in
Figure 1 contains a simple COMPSs application example. Subfigure 1(a) shows
the sequential code of the application which runs N simulations and selects the
best one. As shown in the CEI presented in Subfigure 1(b), only two methods are
chosen as CE: simulate and getBest.

public Sim checkSimulation(int N) {
Sim best = null;
for (int i=0; i < N; i++) {

Sim s = new Sim(...);
s.simulate();
best = Sim.getBest(best, s);

}
return best;

}

(a) Application main code

public interface SampleCEI {
@Method(declaringClass=”Sim”)
void simulate();

@Method(declaringClass = ”Sim”)
Sim getBest(

@Parameter(direction = IN)
Sim s1,
@Parameter(direction = IN)
Sim s2

);
}

(b) Core Element Interface

Fig. 1 Sample application code written in Java
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3.1.2 Application Instrumentation in Android

Android is an open-source platform targeted to devices with limited computing
resources such as smartphones or tablets. The platform offers support at all levels
of the software stack: from OS management to end-user applications, including a
set of native libraries and other components that applications are likely to use.

Android applications, written in the Java language, are converted to Dalvik
bytecode and bundled into Android package (.apk) files for distribution in a four-
step process. This process starts with the creation of a Java class (Resource Man-
ager) that eases the access to resources – non-source code entities, such as images
and sounds. The Android Development Toolkit completes the user code with the
automatically generated proxy-stub classes required for the inter-process com-
munications (Pre-compiler). Once the application code is complete, all the Java
classes are compiled to generate Java bytecode (Java Builder) that is translated
into Dalvik bytecode and bundled together with all the resources into the Android
package file (Package Builder).

To instrument the code and alter the behavior of the application, COMPSs-
Mobile extends the default Android building process by adding a step after the
Java Builder: Parallelization. Through Javassist [2], a library for editing Java byte-
code, it replaces CE invocations by asynchronous runtime calls to create new tasks
and to synchronize data accesses with the fetching of their actual value located
in the worker nodes. These instrumented versions of the Java classes replace the
original ones in the building process, so they are translated into Dalvik bytecode
and bundled into the application package along with the COMPSs-Mobile library.

3.1.3 COMPSs-Mobile Runtime System Architecture

COMPSs-Mobile applications follow a master-worker execution model as depicted
in Figure 2. The main code of the application runs on the master node, a mo-
bile device. When the end-user launches the application, the instrumented code
invokes a runtime toolkit whose main goal is to parallelize the execution of the
CE invocations on remote computing resources (workers) while guaranteeing the
sequential consistency of the application.

Worker 1

Worker

Comm

App1

Code

App2

Code

Mobile Device

App1

Code

Front-end

Comm

App2

Code

Front-end

Comm

Back-end

Comm

Worker 2

Worker

Comm

App1

Code

App2

Code

Fig. 2 Deployment architecture diagram. As depicted by the red dashed arrow, the commu-
nication component on each process manages all the messages exchanged through the network
between runtime components.
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The runtime library on the master node analyses the data values accessed by
every task to find data dependencies among them and orchestrates their executions
on the worker nodes. For this purpose, each COMPSs-Mobile application hosts an
instance of the front-end of the runtime that registers accesses to application-
private data such as objects. Shared data, such as files, are monitored by the
back-end of the runtime which runs on an Android service within an independent
process common for all applications.

In addition to the shared data management, the back-end of the runtime also
decides whether to offload a task execution or to run it on the internal computing
devices. For making a decision, the library follows a heuristic that considers time,
monetary cost and energy consumption.

Worker nodes are organized as an autonomous peer-to-peer network. Using a
publish-subscribe system, the network monitors the data dependencies of the tasks
of all applications and discovers those that become dependency-free and can be
executed in one of the peers. When a worker node picks a dependency-free task
to run, it fetches all the input values, executes its code, and, at the end of the
execution, publishes the existence of its output values so any other node can fetch
them from there.

All the communications between components of the runtime toolkit (i.e., data
values and message exchanges) are managed by a communication layer that trans-
fers the information through (clear, without end-point authentication nor message
encryption) TCP sockets using the non-blocking I/O API offered by Java.

Usually, applications run while the mobile phone is connected to the network;
for long executions, the phone might eventually lose connectivity, or reconnect via
another network (e.g. switch from wireless to 3G)). In this case, the master notifies
the new network conditions (e.g. IP address) to all the workers who update any
master reference with the new address and retry any failed communication. If the
break in connectivity was short enough, the workers might not notice.

Besides the monitoring of the data dependencies, the peer-to-peer network
allows the worker nodes to share data values without connecting to the master; thus
contributing to the robustness of the platform and the reduction of the network
traffic between a worker node and the master. During network breakdowns, the
mobile device becomes isolated for an undetermined amount of time and data
values can not be transferred from the mobile to any worker node, or vice versa.

On the master side, the mobile executes all the tasks already assigned to it;
upon their completion, it starts to compute offloaded tasks. Since tasks might
depend on data values computed by worker nodes that have not been transferred
to the master yet, it has a backtracking mechanism to find those tasks generating
the unavailable value and execute them.

On the other side, worker nodes can keep with the execution too. Through the
peer-to-peer network, workers notice the creation of data values on other workers
and retrieve them. Therefore, all tasks can be computed except for those with
some input value located only in the master node.

Eventually, the network connection will re-establish, the master will send the
new network conditions notification, and the workers will notify to the master all
the data values created and task completed during the breakdown and fetch the
values for the stalled tasks. Thus, the application execution follows up as if the
network breakdown never happened.
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Previous work of the authors[30] contains further details about COMPSs-
Mobile, the architecture of its runtime, the description of the internal mechanisms
and the performance evaluation.

3.2 Security Architecture

A secure system consists of a set of interacting participants which authenticate
themselves using the credentials issued by an authority. These participants are
end users (persons), which use a username, e-mail address or real name to be
uniquely identified; and compute nodes identified either by hostname, IP address
or sometimes as individual services or endpoints. Authorities usually are central-
ized: a single entity manages the credentials for all the participants within the
domain (e.g. the members of an organization accessing to its services). However,
an identity and its associated attributes can be shared across multiple domains;
for instance, the members of Organization A use services offered by Organization
B. Both organizations define a common set of policies and protocols to manage
the identity in a federated way.

Several different security technologies implement the described architecture [39].
The Generic Security Services Application Programming Interface (GSSAPI) is an
abstraction of the security negotiation that happens when a client – initiator – au-
thenticates to a server and exchange messages securely. The applications at either
end call the API and are instructed by the implementation whether authentication
is successful, is unsuccessful, or needs more calls – some protocols require sev-
eral back-and-forth communications. A wide range of mechanisms can implement
the underlying authentication: username/password, Kerberos, Moonshot, X.509
certificates; clients can be anonymous or named, and can pass authorization at-
tributes ([45]). Originally, the preferences of the initiator determined the authen-
tication protocol; however, GSSAPI was extended to support a common protocol
for negotiation [48]. This negotiation protocol builds on mutually accepted trust
anchors, and that might not be sufficient; a further proposed extension (”extended
negotiation”) supports more sophisticated negotiation protocols (for example, the
negotiation in a shared protocol might fail after the protocol has been agreed, e.g.
due to a lack of mutual trust anchors.)

For message-level security, GSSAPI supports not only origin authentication
(i.e. sender signs the message) but also message encryption, integrity, replay de-
tection, or detection of receipt out of sequence: each block of data will have the
selected security features applied to it before it is sent, and checked upon reception.

Compared to just implementing one security protocol, using GSSAPI correctly
is more complicated for the application programmer; it is also harder to debug be-
cause GSSAPI is implemented using ASN.1 as a layer around the actual protocol.
However, the generic service, if coded correctly, can then support a range of mech-
anisms – including future ones – and delegates on GSSAPI many security tasks
that may not be obvious to the programmer, such as preventing replay attacks,
checking the server identity correctly (preventing man-in-the-middle attacks), and
negotiating shared protocols for message security, etc.

A special feature in GSSAPI, supported by some protocols/implementations, is
the support for delegation. Delegation can be defined as a temporary reassignment
of rights; however, in many practical applications, it means that the client forwards
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a credential to the server. Through those credentials, servers “impersonate” the
user or, at least, perform certain actions on their behalf: this is typically useful
where a worker accesses a resource requiring authentication, e.g. storage, on behalf
of the user. In Kerberos, the corresponding technology is a proxiable ticket, and
X.509 has the GSI proxy (RFC 3820).

3.3 Architecture of Secure COMPSs-Mobile

The extension to secure COMPSs-Mobile brings two challenges to the current
platform architecture. On the one hand, the roles within a secure architecture
need to be mapped to the components of a COMPSs-Mobile platform. On the
other hand, the runtime has to secure all the communications among the nodes
of the platform; therefore, the architecture of the system needs to be adapted to
include security frameworks within its stack.

A secure architecture is composed of several interacting participants authen-
ticated by a trusted third party that acts as an authority. In a COMPSs-Mobile
environment, participants correspond to the nodes of the computing platform,
either the master or the worker nodes. The actual infrastructure acting as the
authority and the protocols to interact with it are specific to the used security
framework. As deduced from the content of section 3.2, to provide an interoper-
able solution that works with several security frameworks and avoids a security
vendor lock-in, the runtime leverages on GSSAPI.

GSSAPI abstracts away the authentication infrastructure and the used proto-
cols from COMPSs-Mobile and establishes a client-server pattern where the client
(GSS initiator) contacts a service (GSS responder) to start a secure connection
and exchange messages. This pattern maps easily with the master-worker approach
of COMPSs-Mobile where the application running on the mobile device (master
node) offloads task executions to remote nodes running a service. Therefore, the
master, assuming the GSS initiator role, would authenticate on behalf of the ap-
plication user to worker services playing the GSS responder role.

However, this model clashes against the peer-to-peer organization used for
sharing data in COMPSs-Mobile. Whenever a node of the infrastructure needs
some value located on a remote node, it opens a new TCP connection to a server
deployed on the remote node, regardless of whether it is a worker or the master.
In TCP terms, any node can act as a TCP client, so every node must listen for
incoming connections, including the master. To avoid that anyone fetches a value
from a node of the infrastructure, both ends authenticate to each other following
the protocol established by the specific security framework.

For master-worker communications, the master, as GSS initiator, always trig-
gers the secure context negotiation upon the TCP connection establishment, re-
gardless of the TCP roles of each node. Since establishing a secure context when
both ends act as GSS responder is not possible, in worker-worker communications
the TCP client assumes the role of GSS initiator.

Traditionally, worker processes are likely to be deployed together on resources
interconnected by trustworthy networks, such as HPC clusters. In this case, using
secure connections gives no added value but adds unnecessary overhead; for this
purpose, the communication library allows a whitelist to be set up for worker-
worker communications that do not need security.
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The second problem to tackle is the integration of GSSAPI within the software
stack. GSSAPI only indicates the format of the messages exchanged among both
ends of a connection, but does not define their content, which depends on the
message and the selected security framework, nor does it define the transport-layer
protocols used to transfer messages through the network. All application messages
need to be processed (and likely modified) by the security framework before being
sent using the same network protocols that the application would regularly use.
Upon arrival of new data from the network, messages need to be processed by
the framework to extract the actual application message before forwarding it to
the application. The described COMPSs-Mobile architecture already encapsulates
all the network interactions within a communication layer component; therefore
this is the only component that needs to be modified to secure COMPSs-Mobile
communications. Whenever a node of the infrastructure, either master or worker,
wants to send a message to another node, it will request to the communication
layer to open a new connection to the target node.

Figure 3 depicts an overview of the architecture of a deployment of COMPSs-
Mobile with one master node (leftmost part of the figure) and a worker node
(right). The security framework used for the validation of the described architec-
ture is Kerberos. The user of the mobile phone had previously obtained the Ticket
Granting Ticket from the Kerberos key distribution center. Worker nodes are iden-
tified through a Kerberos keytab, although they typically use X.509 certificates,
and are authorized to accept connections either from the master or other worker
services.
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Fig. 3 Secure COMPSs-Mobile architecture diagram. As depicted by the red dashed arrow,
the security framework processes the messages exchanged between the runtime components
prior the communication component transmits it and upon its reception on the remote node.
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4 Implementation

Despite Java being the native language to develop Android applications, not all of
the classes and libraries typical from Java are available on Android. GSSAPI is one
example of these libraries; although it is included as part of the Java SE, there is
no GSSAPI implementation within the Android software stack. For the porting of
GSSAPI to Android, we cross-compiled the official release of the MIT Kerberos for
Android and created a native library (libkerberosapp.so) that is bundled along with
the application and the runtime code in the apk file. The library is dynamically
loaded upon the completion of the first TCP handshake. RFC5653 defines the
Java binding for the GSSAPI. The wrapper is defined as Java code, the natural
language to program for Android, and links with the native library using Java’s
JNI library.

Java’s Non-Blocking IO library encapsulates point-to-point, ordered network
connections in stream-oriented channels. This approach guarantees the reception
of all the sent bytes in the same order, but it does not necessarily maintain the
groupings: the sender could submit a 128-bytes packet and the receiver could get
two packets of 96 and 32 bytes, respectively. For abstracting this away from the
application, the COMPSs-Mobile communication library adds 4 bytes to the mes-
sage header indicating the message size. Upon the reception of the whole message,
the communication library delivers the messages to the application/runtime level.

To achieve complete secrecy, also the message headers need to be encrypted.
Therefore, the length of messages cannot be known by the recipient until the
header is decrypted; and ciphertexts cannot be decrypted until they are com-
pletely received2. For overcoming this problem, we split plaintexts, and pad them
if necessary, to fit into a fixed “token” size (of configurable size); encrypted tokens
can then be sent across the network3. The recipient can start to decrypt a message
once it has received enough to decrypt the first token, which includes the length
of the plaintext message, as mentioned above. In particular, sender and receiver
must use the same token size. The chosen token size has a strong impact on the
total amount of bytes transferred through the network, and therefore on the time
and cost of data transfers. Larger token sizes may add more padding and take
more time to transfer; smaller token sizes have more overhead in being processed
individually and may be more likely to split important structures. In Section 5, we
check the impact on the runtime performance when using different token sizes.

5 Discussion

5.1 Security

As a consequence of implementing security through GSSAPI, security is managed
outside of COMPSs-Mobile. Externalizing security is both an advantage because
we can connect different implementations of security, and a disadvantage because

2 For block cipher algorithms, at least one complete block must be received, but it simplifies
the implementation to wait for the whole message.

3 With stream ciphers and, for block ciphers, with the token size being a multiple of the
block size, encrypted tokens have the same length as their plaintext. However, GSS adds some
bytes to the token, see section 5.3.
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three different programming skill-sets are required: parallel programming, mobile
cloud computing, and security. COMPSs-Mobile simplifies the development of ap-
plications by transparently managing the three of them. However, unlike the han-
dling of the application parallelism and seamless offloading of computation from
the mobile to the cloud, security is not intrinsically integrated into the framework.
Thus, the end user of the application must currently provide GSSAPI with the
required credentials to correctly initialize security context

For instance, when using Kerberos as security services provider, users need
to obtain the ticket granting ticket (TGT)). They must be able to communicate
with the Authentication Server (AS) and Ticket Granting Service (TGS) (together
known as the Key Distribution Center, KDC). Even if the mobile device obtained
the initial ticket (from the AS) out of band, it would still need to be able to connect
to the TGS at runtime, so practical deployments of Secure COMPSs-Mobile would
probably not be using Kerberos.

Delegation is required when the workers need to access other services on behalf
of the user; for instance, an external storage service requiring authentication. GSS-
API has support for delegation, but it needs to be backed by the implementation;
the delegated credential will belong to the same mechanism as the original user
identity. In our case, the master must permit delegation of its client credential,
and the worker can then perform steps to obtain the delegated credential.

HPC clusters are often protected behind a firewall that isolates the computing
nodes from external networks; usually, one single node is exposed and accepts in-
coming connections acting as the front-end of the cluster. Future work could look
into using this frontier node as the only worker open to incoming connections from
the mobile (see Figure 4), as opposed to opening incoming connections from any
IP address to a whole HPC cluster. This additional node would forward messages
between the worker nodes and the master, and potentially could act as a mirror
of the mobile device, caching input data values. Thus, this additional node sim-
plifies the setting up and monitoring of the security of the cluster and reduces
communications between master and workers.

However, only the worker(s) which connect directly with the master obtain a
delegated credential; the Master node connects to the proxy worker, so only the
proxy will obtain a delegated credential through GSSAPI. Thus, if other workers
need a credential, they will need it forwarded from those that have it, or they
will need to proxy their requests through workers with a delegated credential. In
Kerberos terms, the delegated credential is a proxy ticket, generally designed to
be issued to a particular network address and, hence, intentionally not useful to
other nodes in the cluster.

5.2 Threat Model

One of the basic principles of data security is to know what one aims to protect,
and from whom. Based on the list of threats by the Cloud Security Alliance [5],
we discuss here briefly whether our proposal addresses these threats or not, and
how it does so.

1. Data breaches are precisely our main concern; especially those breaches in-
curred by data transfers. The toolkit chooses to encrypt the data or not de-
pending on whether the end user trusts the interconnecting network not (i.e.
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Fig. 4 Application security: LHS the single-cluster scenario, RHS with the master on the
mobile; the fat line denotes the site firewall.

there are no vulnerabilities on the network that attackers could exploit them to
obtain user’s data). In practical deployments, we consider connections wholly
within the same cluster to be secure for the reasons exposed in point 6. There-
fore, we recommend to turn off encryption for performance purposes. However,
if one were concerned, it would, of course, be possible to encrypt every con-
nection.

2. Insufficient identity/credential/access management is a vulnerability
that our system inherits since the initialization of credentials is out of band to
COMPSs-Mobile. A poor management of the identities by the IdP or an im-
proper granting of the permissions could become a vulnerability of the system.
Besides, once initialized, the credential typically remains active for a period of
time. An insecure handling of the credential could potentially become another
vulnerability. Since we use Kerberos in our deployment, the security parameters
are well known.

3. Insecure interfaces/APIs are addressed through securing the sockets. Ex-
ternal users cannot obtain data either being transferred – GSSAPI provides
secrecy – nor at-rest since the authentication mechanism would reject connec-
tions to invoke the COMPSs-Mobile components. COMPSs-Mobile does not
consider data ownership; therefore, other users authorized to interact with the
worker could request the transfer of some intermediate value.

4. System vulnerabilities remain a concern, particularly for mobile devices
that are busy and well-connected; users would be required to ensure they are
patched and kept up to date.

5. Account hijacking is considered a less likely threat in our scenario; it would
be a concern if, and only if, the mobile device hosting the master node (and
the user account on it) were shared.

6. Malicious insiders are a threat which we do not address. Given the described
infrastructure, we look at three different possibilities regarding the clouds host-
ing the computation: the organization to which user belongs owns the cloud,
academic clouds and commercial clouds. For the first two cases, the risk of a
malicious insider is low enough to accept the risk without further mitigation.
On the first one, the data processed by the application is likely to already be-
long to the organization and its the same organization who will capitalize the
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results of the execution. Academic clouds should be used for research purposes,
and the results, published and shared. For commercial clouds, the strong laws
protect data and the high competitiveness in the market forces service providers
ensure a sense of security; for that, they have very stringent personnel controls.
If one were concerned about the risk at an academic research center, one could
switch to a commercial cloud.

7. Advanced persistent threats. Mobile devices, phones in particular, are busy
devices which are designed to connect to many kinds of networks, from wireless
and 3G/4G to NFC and Bluetooth. At the same time they are running apps
for many different activities, from games to mobile banking. Ruling out threats
from all of these would be very difficult.

8. Data loss concerns data-at-rest and is a low-risk threat. It would trigger only
if the mobile phone were lost and happened to have contained unique data (not
yet replicated to the data center), or if a credential is needed to access data
services in the data center and it expires before the data can be written and
the data is lost.

9. Insufficient due diligence is mainly a threat to the operations of the infras-
tructure; the secure COMPSs-Mobile must not be ”tacked on” to a production
infrastructure but must be maintained as a part of it. Likewise, some user
training/education/awareness in for example credential management is likely
to be helpful.

10. Nefarious use of compute services deals with the work done by the application
on the infrastructure. To mitigate this threat, it suffices that the server keeps
sufficient logs of the connections – remote IP address, user principal – so that
incidents may be dealt with appropriately.

11. Denial of service is mitigated by requiring secure connections. An attacker
could still flood the network and listening socket on the data center server, so,
in the present, work we cannot fully eliminate this threat.

12. Shared technology vulnerabilities are threats due to shared/multi-tenancy
use of the compute infrastructure; these are managed by the underlying batch
system of the HPC cluster or, in the case of clouds, by the underlying vir-
taulization technology; hence, they are not relevant here.

5.3 Performance

To compare the performance of secure and clear communications, we open a new
TCP connection to transfer data of multiple sizes using different token sizes. The
source of the transfer, which takes the role of GSSAPI client, is a OnePlus One
smartphone, equipped with a Krait 400 quad-core processor at 2.5GHz and 3GB of
RAM and connected to the Internet via an 802.11g wireless network. The receiver,
a GSSAPI service, is a quad-core VM on an OpenNebula private cloud hosted
by nodes with six-core Intel Xeon X5650 at 2.67 GHz processors and 24 GB of
memory interconnected by a Gigabit Ethernet network. In this case, the connection
between the mobile device and the worker nodes has a 133 ms RTT (Round Trip
Time), and both ends have already obtained their Kerberos tickets (so the time
required to contact the KDC is not included.)

As shown in the timeline depicted in Figure 5, after the 3-way handshake
to establish the TCP connection, both ends of the connection exchange messages
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(plain text) to establish the secure context (Negotiation). First, the GSSAPI client
instantiates a new GSSAPI context (average 16 ms) and constructs a message of
612 bytes to authenticate itself and describe the available mechanisms to establish
the secure context (average 18 ms). If the library is set up to use very short tokens
(256 or 512 bytes) the library may need to split the message into several tokens
increasing the total amount of sent bytes (620 bytes in 3 tokens, for 256-bytes; and
616 bytes in 2 tokens for 512-bytes). The GSSAPI service receives the message,
verifies the identity of the client and picks the mechanisms and algorithms to
establish a secure context (55 ms) and creates a response message of 166 bytes,
142 dedicated to identification and terms of the secure context. Upon the reception
of this message, the client verifies the identity of the service (2 ms) and end ups the
negotiation. In overall, this process takes around 355 ms (depends on the network
conditions). The client emits 632-640 bytes, and the server, 166 bytes.
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Fig. 5 Timeline of the TCP Connection Establishment and GSSAPI Negotiation

Once the negotiation ends, the actual data transfer begins, and secure tokens
(“wrapped” in the GSSAPI terminology) are transferred through the network. It
is in this second stage where the token size may have a stronger impact depending
on the performance. Tables 2 and 3 compare, respectively, the actual transfer size
and the elapsed time when transferring internal commands of COMPSs-Mobile
(typically, 250 bytes), small objects (2500 bytes) and files of different sizes (10,000,
100,000, 1,000,000 and 10,000,000 bytes) when different token sizes are used for
non-secured and secured transmissions.

Comm. Token # Bytes
Type Size 250 2,500 10,000 100,000 1,000,000 10,000,000

256 274 2,556 10,176 101,604 1,015,892 10,158,748
512 270 2,536 10,096 100,804 1,007,892 10,078,760
1,024 270 2,528 10,056 100,412 1,003,940 10,039,232

non-secure 2,048 270 2,524 10,036 100,212 1,001,976 10,019,588
4,096 270 2,520 10,028 100,116 1,000,996 10,009,792
8,192 270 2,520 10,024 100,068 1,000,508 10,004,904
16,384 270 2,520 10,020 100,044 1,000,264 10,002,460

256 512 3,584 13,568 133,376 1,333,504 13,333,504
512 512 3,072 11,776 114,688 1,143,296 11,428,864
1,024 1,024 3,072 11,264 107,520 1,067,008 10,667,008

secure 2,048 2,048 4,096 12,288 104,448 1,034,240 10,323,968
4,096 4,096 4,096 12,288 102,400 1,019,904 10,162,176
8,192 8,192 8,192 16,384 106,496 1,025,808 10,084,352
16,384 16,384 16,384 16,384 114,688 1,015,808 10,043,392

Table 2 Actual size of transferring 250, 2,500, 10,000, 100,000, 1,000,000 and 10,000,000 bytes
according to the token size in bytes (256, 512, 1,024, 2,048, 4,096, 8,192, 16,384)
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Regarding the actual transfer size when transmitting non-secure messages, the
communication library adds a header of 16 bytes to the message content. The
bigger the data is less significant is the overhead of the header (6.4% for a 250-
bytes message, 0.0000016% for the largest case). In addition to this header, the
library adds four extra bytes for each token used; therefore, the bigger the token
size is, the fewer tokens are used, and fewer bytes are added.

GSSAPI allows enabling, if wanted, mechanisms to secure the communications
using different algorithms. With the used configuration, securing communications
implies encrypting and signing the content of each message; thus, the actual pay-
load of each token is reduced according to the encryption and signing algorithms
(in our tests, 60 bytes). Since the length of each token (4 bytes) cannot be exposed,
it becomes a part of the cipher and signature input; tokens have a fixed size. This
overhead has a significant weight on the message/payload ratio for really small
tokens (25% for 256-bytes tokens) and increases the number of tokens (with their
respective length descriptor) required to send a message. For a 10,000,000-bytes
transfer, the overhead reaches up to a 33.35% when using 256-bytes tokens. Con-
versely, using large tokens reduces the number of tokens to send large messages
and, therefore, the additional bytes (0.43% when transmitting 10,000,000 bytes in
16,384-bytes tokens). On the other hand, messages are to be padded to match the
token size; when using very large token sizes to send small messages, the pad has
a significant weight on the length of the transmitted message (6,452.60% increase
for a 250-bytes message in a 16,384-bytes token).

Comm. Token Message size (bytes)
Type Size 250 2,500 10,000 100,000 1,000,000 10,000,000

256 74 75 107 193 745 6,734
512 74 74 85 127 508 3,806

non-secure 1,024 73 73 78 127 367 2,146
2,048 73 73 72 123 327 1,918
4,096 73 73 75 123 323 1,512
8,192 73 73 75 121 307 1,446
16,384 73 73 74 107 278 1,384

256 84 90 128 314 1,808 16,265
512 84 88 96 251 1,068 9,384
1,024 84 86 93 186 780 6,530

secure 2,048 83 83 92 199 604 5,001
4,096 86 86 95 158 574 4,668
8,192 87 94 99 152 540 4,376
16,384 96 103 107 162 500 4,074

Table 3 Time elapsed (ms) to transfer 250, 2,500, 10,000, 100,000, 1,000,000 and 10,000,000
bytes by token size (256, 512, 1,024, 2,048, 4,096, 8,192, 16,384)

As shown by the time spent on data transfers, security adds an overhead on
the communications. Part of the origin of this overhead is the establishment of the
security protocol and mutual authentication; and part, for encrypting/decrypting
the messages.

In our second test, we aimed to evaluate the impact of using secure communi-
cations on COMPSs-Mobile applications. For that purpose, we run HeatSweeper
on the mobile, offloading parts of the computation to a cluster composed by eight
quad-core VMs in the same OpenNebula cloud. HeatSweeper is an intensive search
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algorithm that optimizes the location of 1-to-N heat sources to minimize the time
to warm-up the whole surface to a certain temperature. For this purpose, the algo-
rithm runs a set of heat transfer simulations, each one encapsulated in a simulate
task that generates a report (smaller than 10,000 bytes) describing the result of
the simulation. In a second phase, the algorithm selects the best performing con-
figuration by comparing pairs of reports in getBest tasks. Given the small size of
the data and the number of commands, we fixed the size of the tokens on 2,048
bytes.

We run two different configurations to optimize the placement of up to two
heat sources. The low-resolution scenario, representing short-lasting applications,
has 9 possible locations and short simulations (up to 50 iterations each). It creates
45 tasks that in total takes 71 seconds to run on the mobile. The high-resolution
configuration emulates large computations and considers 25 different spots (325
tasks) on the surface and long simulations (up to 10,000 iterations each) that takes
99,641 seconds (more than 27 hours). Charts 6(a) and 6(b) show the respective
evolution of their execution times when increasing the number of available cores
from 4 (1 cloud VM) to 32 (8 VMs) comparing the behavior of original COMPSs
(no endpoint authentication nor message encryption) against the version with
secured communications.
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Fig. 6 Elapsed time comparison of HeatSweeper executions using clear and secure communi-
cations

In both cases, executions using secure and non-secure communication behave
alike; however, security adds a delay of 15 seconds (500-200% overhead depending
on the number of cores) for the low-resolution scenario and 50 seconds (2-10%
overhead depending on the number of cores) for the high-resolution as shown by
Figures 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. This delay appears for two reasons. The first
one is the application-level protocol that COMPSs-Mobile follows to execute one
task. On a first stage, the master requests to the network the execution of one
task. Then a worker would submit a subscription to the network to be noticed
when the input data is created (message are within the cluster, so it does not use
security). Upon the creation of all the input data, the task becomes dependency-
free and requests the transmission of the data value to one of the sources (if the
source is the master, it secures the communication). For the simulation tasks of
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the application, this protocol enforces the submission of three secured message
(the submission of the task, and the request and value transfer of the simulation
parameters as an object from the mobile to the worker – request and value transfer
happen on the same connection –), which explains 770 ms of this delay according
to the results presented before.

The data-sharing protocol also explains the lack of scalability shown in the low-
resolution scenario, even when using non-secure communications. The more nodes
on the peer-to-peer network, the less likely that data sources information for a
specific value are cached on the local worker, and the more messages and hops per
message are needed to notice a value creation and query the sources. Subscribing
for a data value existence, notifying its existence, querying for the sources to the
corresponding node of the DHT and sending them back to the querier host delays
up to 4.7 additional seconds the execution of the first task; and thus, the whole
application. Unlike the high-resolution scenario, tasks last too short (35 ms) to
overlap the fetching of input values for one task with the computation of others;
and that blocks the improvement of the application performance when the number
of resources is increased.

The second reason for the delay is the number of threads created by a COMPSs-
Mobile node. All nodes have one thread dedicated to the reception and submission
of TCP packets, a second thread for the application-level management – i.e. token
handling and responding to the received COMPSs-Mobile commands– and several
additional threads to fulfill with its specific duties of its role in the infrastructure.
A single thread for handling all the communications allows a concurrent establish-
ment of several connections and message transmission; however, it serializes the
computations related to the application-level message, the GSSAPI negotiations
and the wrapping/unwrapping of the received tokens. The low-resolution scenario
submits up to 89 tasks in parallel; the high-resolution, 649. This increase on the
communication parallelism incurs a growth on the delay in command submissions.

6 Conclusions

This paper describes an extension to secure communications on applications built
using COMPSs-Mobile, a framework for parallel applications on mobile cloud com-
puting (MCC) environments. The framework allows applications to run on a mobile
phone and offload tasks to more powerful resources; our extension implements the
security necessary to communicate across untrusted networks.

Security is implemented wholly within the communication layer, and its ben-
efits are transparently exploited by the application without requiring any modifi-
cation. Since the extension is encapsulated within the lowest layer of the software
stack, the extension is not bound to COMPSs-Mobile but can be adopted by other
Java applications using the same communications library.

In the COMPSs-Mobile model, the master node (the mobile device) initially
connects to the worker node, so the master needs to have the user credential, and
worker nodes must have a host credential. For testing purposes, we use Kerberos
credentials as user credentials, and keytabs for host credentials; however, these are
obtained outside of COMPSs-Mobile. Other security methods could equally well
be used without changing a line of code. Nevertheless, some work is still needed to
ensure that credentials are in place prior the application starts offloading tasks.
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As discussed in section 5.3, enabling security adds a performance overhead
because of the exchange of messages to establish the security context (strongly
influenced by the network latency and the number of connections being established
concurrently) and the padding bytes used for matching the pre-configured token
sizes. In practice, it may be necessary to fine tune the token sizes for obtaining
the best performance for each application.

7 Future Directions

In continuation of the work described in this paper, we have identified some po-
tentially interesting future directions. Regarding the performance of our current
solution, there is room for improvement if we consider mechanisms to automati-
cally tune the size of the token according to the data to transfer (e.g., submitting a
COMPSs-Mobile internal command could use small tokens while data objects use
larger token sizes; or transfers could start using small tokens and slowly increase
the size of the token as the transfer progresses, ...). Also, it would make sense to
reuse an open connection due to the overhead of establishing the connection and
secure the context.

As previously mentioned, implementing a cache or interface node between the
master and the rest of the workers would be useful, so fewer nodes need to be
open to the outside world through the firewall; and thus, reducing the number of
needed host credentials.

Related to security and cache, future work could look into supporting delega-
tion, not just through GSSAPI but also delegate onward to other worker nodes so
that they can access resources with credentials delegated on behalf of the user.

We also plan to migrate our developments to Federated Identity Management
(FIM). As GSSAPI is not a web-based technology , we propose to support FIM
via Moonshot [21]. Kerberos allows federations only through cross-realm authen-
tication while Moonshot would allow us to extend it to a full federation using
Moonshot.

Like every other computational device, mobile phones and other portable de-
vices such as tablets are getting more powerful, with multi-core CPUs and GPUs.
Enabling the support for these devices in COMPSs-Mobile is on-going work.
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